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The authors regret to admit the following typing errors:

1) There was a typing error in the denominator of the fraction in Equation (3) on page 474. Thus, Equation (3) on page 474 should read:

\[ NPV = \sum_{year=1}^{20} \frac{\text{bill savings}_{year}}{(1 + \text{real DR})_{year}} - \text{OPV system costs} \]

2) The unit of the total PV/OPV systems costs should read "€/Wp" (i.e. euro per watt-peak) instead of "€/kWp" (i.e. euro per kilowatt-peak) in:
   - paragraphs 2 and 3 on page 477,
   - paragraph 1 on page 478,
   - y-axis in Figure 5 on page 478, as shown below.
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**Figure 5.** Total PV system costs for which a range of electricity bill savings could be achieved under current market conditions in Denmark (DK1) and Greece (GR1). The pilot-scale, scale-up and industrial-scale OPV cost levels are included for benchmarking.

The above typing errors do not reflect any calculations errors and do not compromise the findings of the paper. The authors would like to apologise for any inconvenience caused.
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